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The PLE as a research tool
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- Active reading
- Analysis, Synthesis, Abstraction
- Learning $\leq$ teaching
- Gradual building, according to needs.
- Delving into the sources.
- Systematize, digitize.
- Digital identity.
- Portfolio.
- Network.
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- About me
- Gmail for GApps
- Works repository
- Bibliographic manager
- Research blog
- Wiki
- Blogroll
- Lifestream
- Website analytics
- Everything is related.
- False dychotomy inside/outside.
The PLE as a teaching tool
follow & monitor students

reflections & small essays

presentations

bibliographies

field notes

others’ resources
Whose is the teacher’s?
Learning: people + objects
From teaching...

- Formal
  - A subject in a University Degree
- Non-Formal
  - A conference or a workshop on a current topic
- Informal
  - Something you learnt from your colleagues at work
- Self-taught / autodidactic
  - Learning a topic in a library or a website

Curriculum-based
- Goal-set
- Structured

Planned

Serendipitous

Just in time
Syllabus

Formal

Open Formal

Non-Formal

Informal

Self-taught / autodidactic

Translearning

Open Social Learning

...to learning.
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